ID06 cards for third country citizens
and for those with LMA cards.

1 Asylum seekers with LMA cards that are either employed or
given practice at a company
A company or organisation, e.g. government or municipal agency, that wishes to order an ID06 card
for an individual with an LMA card that is going to perform practice at the company should do it in its
own company name and organization number through its own ID06 account.
When ordering an ID06 card for an individual with an LMA card, the applying company should attach
the following documents to the accredited ID06 card supplier when applying:
• When employing: *Photograph of the LMA card and copy of the employment contract. On the
LMA card, it should be stated “AT-UND” at paragraph 7, which confirms that the asylum seeker
has the right to work during the asylum period. A Swedish coordination number should be
written on the employment document. It confirms that the asylum seeker is also registered at
the tax authorities.
• Practice: *Photograph of the LMA card and copy of the internship agreement that has been
established between the municipality or the unemployment office and the company. A
Swedish coordination number or “AT-UND” is not needed for practice.
*Note that the photographs must be in full sharpness. Blurred photographs without sharpness aren’t
accepted.
Asylum seeker who is registered at the tax authorities with a coordination number and for “A-skatt”,
can’t only with this information register for a ID06-card when employed at a company. It is only the
Swedish Migration Agency LMA card, with “AT-UND”, which gives the asylum seeker the right to be
employed at a company.
The individual’s identification number is the unique LMA card number, see example below which has
the card number 50-008920/4. The number, marked in red in picture 1, is a unique identifier for the
individual. Observe that the last digit, 4, is only a numbering of the physical LMA card that the applicant
has received and can vary when a new LMA card has been issued for the individual. The LMA number
50-008920, as in the picture, is unique for the individual. The individual’s nationality shall correspond
with the language the individual is speaking, e.g. if it is written Turkish in paragraph six on the LMA
card, then the individual shall be stated with Turkish nationality.
has the shortest validity shall be applied when
The LMA card and the employment contract or
determining the validity of the ID06 card.
the practice agreement shall together with the
ID06 card, be presented when asked for during
work place introductions, controls and audits.
The accredited ID06 card supplier shall save the
application and its attachments, as mentioned
above, during the current year and the
following two years.
The validity of the ID06 card shall be equal to
the validity period in the employment or
practice agreement, alternatively to the
validity of the LMA card. The document which
Picture 1: Example of a LMA card
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2 Third country citizens
2.1 Third country citizens that has a residence or a working permit from the
Swedish Migration Agency
A company or organisation, e.g. government or municipal agency, that wishes to order an ID06 card
for a third country citizen shall to the accredited ID06 card supplier attach the following documentation
with the application:
•

Copies of the individual’s residence permit card or work and residence permit from the
Swedish Migration Agency with the decision that the individual is permitted to work in
Sweden.

It can on the card or the approved documentation also inform that the individual has a permanent
residence permit which means that the individual automatically has a permanent work permit. With
other words, a permanent residence permit is equal a permanent work permit.
The nationality of the individual is equal to the nationality on the work and residence permits from the
Swedish Migration Agency. If there are any deviations with the work and residence permits, the ID06
card should be blocked. Only ID06 cards with a valid work and residence permits should be active. The
accredited ID06 card supplier shall save the above mention documentation during current year and
the following two years.
The ID06 card’s validity shall be equal to the Swedish Migration Agency decision concerning the validity
of the work and residence permits.

2.2 Third country citizen that has applied for a prolonged work and residence permit
Third country citizens that has had a work and residence permits in Sweden for at least six months and
has applied for an extension of the work permit during this time, is also allowed to work in Sweden
during the waiting period until the application is processed by the Swedish Migration Agency, which
can take up to two years.
The documentation that should be sent in by the ordering company are:
• The earlier work permit that has ceased to be valid and the Swedish Migration Agency written
confirmation that they have received the application for the extension of the working permit.
The ID06 card can be issued with a maximum validity of two years from the date that is given on the
Swedish Migration Agency written confirmation that they have received the new application.
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2.3 Third country citizen that are Long-term residence
A third country citizen that can show a residence permit card issued in another EU country where it is
indicated that he or she has the status of Long-term residence* are exempted the demands of a work
permit in Sweden.
The document that shall be sent in by the ordering company is:
• A copy of the long-term residence card with Long-term residence indicated on the card
The ID06 card can be issued with a maximum validity of five years.
*Note that the writing of Long-term residence can be written in a EU country’s own language. Such
examples can be found in picture 2.

Picture 2: Long-term residence translated in each language of chosen EU countries (the
Swedish Migration Agency)
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2.4 Family members to a EU citizen or a long-term residence
1. Family members* to a EU citizen or to a long-term residence are exempted the requirements of a
working permit in Sweden.
If the family member has been approved a residence permit card issued by the Swedish Migration
Agency in Sweden, then a ID06 card can be issued with the longest validity.
The document that shall be sent in by the ordering company is:
• A copy of the EU citizen’s passport or the residence permit card of the long-term residence
individual with Long-term residence indicated on the card.
• A copy of the applying family member’s Swedish residence permit card. Working permit does
not have to be issued on the card.
ID06 card can be issued with a maximum validity of five year.
2. Family member without residence permit card can have ID06 card issued to them, but with a shorter
validity.
The document that shall be sent in by the ordering company is:
• A copy of the EU citizen’s passport or the long-term residence residence permit card with Longterm residence issued on the card.
The ID06 card can be issued with a maximum validity of up to six months.
* The Swedish Migration Agency definition of a family member is a wife, husband or partner, their
children or the partners children (no matter the age) or their parents or the partners parent.

2.5 Third country citizen who is a university student in Sweden
Students that have a residence permit in Sweden for studying at a university, have the right to work
without a work permit during the validity of the residence permit.
The document that shall be sent in by the ordering company is:
• A copy of the student’s residence permit card, issued with “Student” on the card and it
doesn’t need the status of “Right to work”.
The ID06 card can be issued with the same validity that is issued on the residence permit card.
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2.6 Third country citizen with the right to work during a limited time in Sweden
1. A third-country national who may exhibit a EU Residence Card issued in one of the other EU
countries, stating that they have PERMANENT RESIDENCE PERMIT* may then work temporarily
in Sweden in connection with a contract or the like. Please note that a permanent residence
permit may be issued on the EU card in the respective EU country's own language. A
permanent residence permit is always issued with a validity of at least five years. A EU
residence card issued with one or two years is not a permanent residence permit, but only a
temporary residence permit which does not entitle to work in Sweden.
The document that shall be sent in by the ordering company is:
• A copy of the third country citizens residences permit with Permanent residence permit
stated on the card.
The ID06 card can be issued with a maximum validity of three months.
*Note that the writing on the residence permit card can be given in EU country’s language on the
cards front or back side.
2. A third country citizen that is a specialist in an international group, can work temporarily in
Sweden for the group for a shorter time than one year without a work permit. It must be proven
that the company, that orders the ID06 card to the third country citizen, is part of a group. The
third country citizens specialist’s knowledge shall be written and saved together with the
application forms.
The documentation that shall be sent in by the ordering company are:
• A copy of the third country citizens passport and employment agreement stated with the
individual’s specialist knowledge or profession and documents that shows that the company
is part of a group.
The ID06 card can be issued with a maximum validity of one year.
3. A third country citizen with the profession of being a fitter or technical instructor and in
connection with an urgent installation or repair of machines, for as long as two months, are
excepted from a work permit. The cause for the work shall be of a crises situation. This means
that something unpredicted has happened which requires fast measures. The third country
citizens profession and the geographical work location shall be stated and saved together with
the application documentation. Even the ordering Swedish company and the contact person
for the urgent work should be stated in the application and saved together with the application
documents.
The documentation that shall be sent in by the ordering company are:
• A copy of the third country citizens passport and employment agreement with the
information of the individual’s profession and geographical work location.
The ID06 card can be issued with a maximum validity of two months.
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2.7 Third country citizen as self-employment
1. Third country citizen who is going to work for a longer time than three months to start and
operate a self-employment or become a part-owner of a company, must have a Swedish
residence permit. It does not have to be stated with the status of ”Right to work”. The company
must be registered at the tax authorities for at least ”F-skatt”.
The documentation that shall be sent in by the ordering company are:
• A copy of the third country citizen’s passport and the Swedish tax authority’s registration proof
stating that the company has ”F-skatt”.
The ID06 card can be issued with the same validity as it is stated on the residence permit card.
2. Third country citizen who is self-employed and is going to work for a shorter time than three
months in Sweden does not need a residence permit. For work shorter than three months,
some citizens must have a visa. Click on the following link to see which citizens are obliged to
have
visas:
http://www.regeringen.se/regeringens-politik/migration/lander-varsmedborgare-behover-visum-for-inresa-i-sverige/
The documentation that shall be sent in by the ordering company are:
• A copy of the third country citizen’s passport and visa (if visa is required) and the company
registration proof from the country where the company is registered.
The ID06 card can be issued with a maximum validity of three months.
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